Release Notes for ExtraView 8.1.2
August 27, 2014

Feature Enhancements
Issue #

Module

Title

Release Note

295661

Administration

Extended the screen paging logic to UDF list fields for all
administration screens

296348

Administration

295401

EV Mail

New personal option to not include attachments on outbound
notifications
EVMail enhancements

The pagination logic that previously allowed an administrator to scroll
through long lists of users has been extended to all large lists within
the administration screens.
This is a new personal option that allows each user to suppress
attachments as part of notifications they receive.
There are two enhancements:
A) A new Subject line lookup - EVMAIL_SUBJECT_LOOKUP - setting

295565

Notification

297429

Search / Report

Enhancement to SUPPRESS_STANDARD_EMAIL_LIST behavior
setting
Increased the size of the popup list input field

B) Email parsing and field assignment - PARSE_EMAIL and
PARSE_FIELD settings
The SUPPRESS_STANDARD_EMAIL_LIST can now be set by
Business Area and Project, as opposed to being set globally.
The width of a popup list field used as a runtime filter or advanced
query filter has been increased to 40 characters on the display.

Count: 5 records

Fixed Bugs
Issue #

Found in
Release

Module

Title

Release Note

296522

8.1

Add & Edit

Required fields were not being required at the time of update

298268

8.1.1

Add & Edit

Relationship connection field had a value but was not
displaying on screen

293895

8.0.4

Allowed Values

Allowed Value behavior had changed in version 8.0.4

This was caused by required fields within sublayouts not being
processed correctly in all circumstances. The problem has
been fixed.
This proved to be an unusual combination of features being
used, where the parent ID of an issue used the ALT_ID
configuration, and the ALT_ID contained non-numeric
characters. This has been fixed so that in these
circumstances, the ALT_ID may contain any combination of
alpha and numeric characters
The behavior setting AV_NULL_PARENT_IS_NONE was
affecting defining new parent/child settings. When it was set to
YES and if the Allowed Value child values associated with a
parent "default" and you added a new parent and then wished
to select a few children, the GUI was auto-populating the child
settings with all of the values associated with 'default' as
opposed to only the allowed values.
This has been fixed.
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Fixed Bugs
Issue #

Found in
Release

Module

297607

8.0.4

Allowed Values

296853
296371

8.1.1
8.1.1

Attachments
Business Rules

296255

8.1.1

Database

296214

8.1.1

Mass Update

296754

8.1

Mass Update

297437

8.0.3

Quickfind

285101

8.0.1

Search / Report

297430

8.1.1

Search / Report

292350

8.1

XML Import and
Export

Title

Release Note

Allowed Value problem updating issues via Quickedit

This issue required both the parent and child fields to be
placed upon a Column report, and Quickedit then being used
to update the parent value only, leaving an invalid child value.
The dependency popup window that appears during the record
should have caught this change, but failed to do so. The
update then failed because of the invalid allowed values in the
record. This has been fixed to ensure the popup window
captures a new value for the child when the parent has been
changed.
Manual file uploads were not working in IE 10
This was fixed and was only related to using IE 10
Load rule not firing when Add screen rendered as result of Add This was caused by the rules not correctly processing the
buton from RID header
transition from the edit screen into an add screen, and not
understanding that the load rules for the add screen needed to
be triggered. This has been fixed.
Performance issue on mysql 5.5
This was related to a query processing linked records and
retrieving information from the related record into the current
record. The query has been improved. What's interesting is
that MySQL 5.6 processes the query with much less overhead.
Mass update of repeating row records would not work across
This was localized to be a problem when text fields were used
all sites
as filters to prepare the list of fields to be processed by the
mass update. The problem was fixed.
Trying to do a Mass update gave an error
This was related to an unusual configuration of allowed values
on the fields that could not be updated during the mass update.
This has been fixed.
Keyword query issue with "stopwords"
An earlier decision had been made to disallow stopword lists
with Quickfind, and allow users to search for all words, no
matter how simple. However, the parser that handled the
keyword search string still stopped the search for stopwords
such as "the". This has been fixed.
Report permissions are not working correctly
This was caused by an unusual set of permissions for the
report. The problem has been solved with a minor code
change, to better determine a user's permissions to a report.
Expanded Filters were not behaving correctly on saved reports Multiple selections in the filter were being ignored when reports
configured with runtime filters on multi-valued list fields were
set. This has been fixed.
Metadata Export failed with out-of-memory error on very large This affected the security_user table when there were more
tables
than 200,000 users in the table. The problem has been fixed.
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